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The term ‘Tin Pan Alley’ began as a playful nickname for West 28th Street in New York 
City where a number of new style music publishers had begun establishing offices in the 
1890s and has since taken on a variety of meanings. Monroe H. Rosenfeld is credited 
with the coinage, suggested to him by the clangorous sound of pianos pouring out of the 
open windows where songwriters were plying their trade. Eventually the term was used 
to refer collectively to the songs that were the product of these publishers as well as to 
this very large group of publishers themselves as a whole. In a third and far wider 
meaning Tin Pan Alley refers generally to the professional song writing tradition that 
developed in the United States. 
 
The Commercial Background 
The publishers of Tin Pan Alley were characterized by their sole concentration upon 
popular music. Earlier in the nineteenth century music publishing in the United States 
was not centralized. A number of large firms had established themselves in cities such as 
Boston, Chicago, St Louis, and Cincinnati; these concerns published and distributed 
throughout the country all types of music ranging from the classics to hymnals and 
instruction manuals: in short, all forms of printed music. The new style music publishers 
who set up operations in New York City in the late nineteenth century dropped the 
publication all other types of music in order to concentrate exclusively upon popular 
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songs, a move founded on the recognition of new markets for these songs, and the 
possibility of greater profits. Offices were moved from the old quarter along East 14th 
Street and Union Square, which had been the main theater district, to locations on or 
around 28th Street in order to be near the newer theatres, the most important clients of the 
new businesses. The trend toward resettling and reorganizing in New York City was 
partly the result of the huge success of Chas. K. Harris’s self-published song ‘After the 
Ball’ in 1892.  The sales of this song, reaching $25,000 a week, selling over 2,000,000 
copies within a few years, alerted publishers to the fortunes that could be made from even 
a single song (Hamm, 1979, 285). 
 
Soon a number of new publishing companies were established, each concentrating on 
popular music in pursuit of the fortune-making hit. Firms such as Witmark and Sons 
established the trend and the methods which were to dominate American music 
publishing for the next fifty years. David Jasen put it simply: Tin Pan Alley was ‘the 
name given to the branch of the music publishing business that hired composers and 
lyricists on a permanent basis to create popular songs’ (2003, ix). 
 
 
Tin Pan Alley emerged alongside vaudeville and related styles of music theater and was 
shaped by them as its most important market. Additionally, the huge growth in piano 
sales during this period created a demand for music in the domestic sphere. By their 
concentration on the song in sheet music form Tin Pan Alley publishers were able to 
respond with a simple commodity that was useful and desirable to all of these markets. 
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What characterized Tin Pan Alley was the nature of its interdependence with vaudeville, 
with Broadway and with other music theater, and with the domestic market.  Tin Pan 
Alley supplied a product which was the lifeblood of these related and connected musical 
activities.  
 
Tin Pan Alley introduced a number of innovations in the production of a popular song. 
The publisher had total overall control of the company. Composers and lyricists worked 
merely as staff members. They presented songs to the publisher who, if he liked them, set 
a complex process in operation. A staff arranger was given responsibility for putting the 
music into a form that would be playable by the average pianist and for the preparation of 
the music for the engravers. To suit the requirements of professionals, orchestrations for 
bands of twelve to sixteen players were made in the key that had been selected by the 
arranger but in four other keys as well: two higher and two lower. Moreover, variations 
were made to the lyrics to suit delivery by a man or by a woman or different 
combinations of singers. Only the simple piano and voice sheet music versions were on 
sale, but the arrangements for professionals were a necessary investment to attract the 
interest of performers (Jasen, 2003, 322). Monitoring what was selling and what was 
successful in the theaters, the publishers worked hard to stay abreast of trends and in 
effect controlled popular music styles until the second half of the 20th century. 
 
The way the song was sold was new as well. Tin Pan Alley publishers were innovative in 
their aggressive approach to marketing their product. These new young, energetic 
publishers ‘were, essentially, salesmen who didn’t sit in their offices waiting for 
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performers to come to them, but went out to the entertainment palaces and badgered 
singers, orchestra leaders, dancers, acrobats, and comedians to use their numbers’ (Jasen, 
2003, xii). Publishers employed song pluggers whose job it was to sell the song ‘to 
someone – a performer or producer – who mattered’ (Banfield, 1998, 312). Song 
pluggers used a variety of techniques to persuade performers to use a song in their act. 
They would give free ‘artists’ copies’ of a new song to singers to try to interest them in 
using it. Pluggers would pester and sing new material to performers whenever they could 
catch up with them. Financial inducements were also common, from low level bribery 
such as buying meals, drinks, and cigars to ‘out and out payment by the publisher – a flat 
fee, or in some cases a promise of a percentage of profits from sales of sheet music’ 
(Hamm, 1979, 288). 
 
By controlling the production of the popular song, Tin Pan Alley publishers were able to 
control the market: they simply became the song writing industry, an industry organized 
and operating along modern lines. They hired staff composers and lyricists, and they 
acted as publishers for already established composers such as George M. Cohan and 
Victor Herbert. The publishers worked hard to sell their product, for example in their 
courting leading performers. Tin Pan Alley was driven by economic concerns in the way 
the Ford Motor Company was.  A product of the era of America’s increasing business 
entrepreneurialism – an era marked by the rise of Wall Street and of trusts – Tin Pan 
Alley was the combination of a love of music and a belief in investment capital, the birth 
of the modern popular music industry, run as a business whose product was hit songs. It 
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was analogous to the contemporaneous development of the Hollywood film studios and a 
bedrock of the developing mass-mediated culture.  
 
Tin Pan Alley song 
The changes that took place in music leading to the modern popular song did not happen 
all at once, and indeed some of the features of the turn of the century Tin Pan Alley song 
were evident before the move to 28th Street. But the process for change and ultimate 
standardization was driven by Tin Pan Alley. 
 
The new ‘popular’ music that began to be purveyed by the aggressive young publishers 
of Tin Pan Alley showed many clear differences from its immediate predecessors. It was 
simpler melodically, almost invariably diatonic and with a vocal range rarely exceeding 
an octave. It was also simpler harmonically, usually making use of the primary chords 
with the occasional secondary dominant. This intentional simplicity was in the service of 
making the melody easy to remember and to sing so that it would catch on with the 
public. While classical music of the period was moving toward greater complexity and 
more extreme regions of harmony, the songs created in Tin Pan Alley returned to basic 
harmonic procedures. Popular music and classical music thereby were set on diverging 
courses. 
 
Important changes were taking place with regard to song form as well. The verse-chorus 
form that had emerged in nineteenth century remained as the foundation, but there were 
significant modifications. The song forms favored by Stephen Foster and Henry Clay 
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Work are representative of the earlier practice and provide useful comparison. Many of 
their songs feature a number of verses sung by a lead voice which alternate with a refrain 
sung by a quartet of voices. Because the refrain was sung by a chorus, it eventually came 
to be called the chorus. Work’s ‘Grandfather’s Clock,’ published in New York by C. M. 
Cady in 1876, is not untypical. It has four verses of sixteen bars; after each verse comes 
an eight bar refrain, designated chorus in the sheet music and scored for voices in four 
parts.  
 
This song form was quite conventional in the nineteenth century, and from this 
convention derive the usual definitions of verse and chorus: the verse is that part of the 
song employing the same music but different words at each appearance, while on the 
other hand, the chorus employs contrasting music to that of the verse but repeats the same 
words on each of its appearances. With the new type of song that was favored by Tin Pan 
Alley, the refrain continued to be called the chorus even though it was written to be sung 
by a single voice.  
 
The most significant change in the musical structure of the Tin Pan Alley song was the 
lengthening of the chorus. Indeed, the chorus became the most important part of the Tin 
Pan Alley song, featuring the most memorable and expansive melodic material as well as 
the words that tend to be best remembered, partly because they are repeated. The verse, 
by contrast, lost its importance in the Tin Pan Alley song. Rather than having a series of 
verses, which was the earlier convention, a song might have only one or two. In practice, 
the verse became merely introductory and was often omitted. By the early twentieth 
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century songs typically contained only two verses. George M. Cohan helped to 
standardize the two verse form, a practice which removed the narrative or dramatic 
monologue function of the earlier forms in order to concentrate instead on a simple 
scenario – what Hamm calls the ‘“situation” pattern’ (1983, 357) With the loss of 
function of the verse, the chorus became the heart of the song. By the 1930s songs 
appeared that consisted entirely of a chorus. ‘Smoke Gets in Your Eyes’, ‘Yesterdays’, 
and ‘Stormy Weather’ are notable examples. (Hamm, 1983, 360) 
 
The chorus not only carried the stronger melodic material, it had a more developed 
structure than the typical verse. By the time the popular music publishers were setting up 
operations along 28th Street the use of a 32 bar chorus was becoming fashionable, and it 
became the standard in Tin Pan Alley songs. Lengthening the chorus to 32 bars in 
practice meant building a musical structure upon four eight bar phrases. If each eight bar 
phrase is labeled with a letter of the alphabet, using a different letter for different melodic 
material, then a variety of configurations is possible: AAAA, ABAB, ABAC, AABA, 
ABCD, and so on. This simple device afforded composers a variety of ways to add 
contrast to their material. The most frequently used pattern was the so-called AABA 
pattern, where B is referred to as the bridge or release. 
 
The first generation of Tin Pan Alley songs, those from the 1890s to the first years of the 
new century, were often quite sentimental and genteel, and commonly in 3/4 time. This 
so-called waltz song was ‘the first distinctly New York product’ (Hamm, 1983, 341). 
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Waltz songs of this first phase include ‘After the Ball,’ Tin Pan Alley’s first huge hit, and 
‘A Bird in a Gilded Cage.’ 
 
In addition to the change in the structure of the song, changes in the language, lyric 
themes, and moods further distinguished the Tin Pan Alley song from its predecessors. In 
the words of Nicholas Tawa, ‘Especially after 1900, the overly pathetic sentimental 
ballad had given way to a newer song of feeling that was more cognizant of 
contemporary conditions’ (1990, 199). This change is evident in the increasingly 
common use of vernacular language and trendy music exploiting new dance styles. To 
quote Tawa again, ‘Everyday contemporary slang and other vernacular modes of speech 
now made up a large portion of song language once dominated by the pseudo-elevated 
and sentimental communications of the serious ballad and the concocted speech dialect of 
the minstrel song’ (1990, 200). 
 
Typical of the early Tin Pan Alley songs is ‘Meet Me in St Louis, Louis’ (pronounced 
Louie according to the sheet music). The playful title alone suggests its essential light-
heartedness. The song is in 3/4 time, has an establishing verse followed by the more 
flowing melody of the chorus, which is constructed in an AABA pattern. The B section, 
with its line ‘We will dance the hoochee coochee, I will be your tootsie wootsie,’ not only 
exploits then-current slang, but refers to a recently introduced dance as well. 
 
Another feature of the early Tin Pan Alley song, at least for the up-tempo numbers, was 
the vamp, typically a two bar pattern leading into the verse which could be repeated 
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indefinitely. The presence of a vamp reflects the influence of the vaudeville style 
performance: the band would play an introduction and would ‘vamp till ready’ while the 
singer prepared to begin the verse. 
 
 
Because the vaudeville stages were filled with comics and singers whose acts were based 
upon ethnic stereotypes, many early Tin Pan Alley songs exploit such characterization. 
Virtually every ethnic group is represented in song. Indeed, the novelty dialect song, like 
the waltz song, is an early subgenre of the Alley. In his discussion of vaudeville Robert 
Snyder says of these stereotypes: ‘They were identifying markers on a bewildering 
cityscape of races, nationalities, and cultures. They were also sometimes bigoted and 
racist, a trait that occasionally roused the aggrieved to protest portrayals of black chicken 
thieves, Jewish cheapskates, and drunken Irishmen’ (1989, 110). Various apologies and 
analyses have been offered for the racist nature of these songs, but it is certain that the 
high concentration of songs making jokes about ethnic stereotypes is a reflection of the 
unprecedented mixing of cultures in New York City at the time.   
 
One of the most significant of the ethnic-stereotype songs was the ragtime song. The 
snappier dance styles associated with ragtime displaced the genteel waltz and heralded 
the modern age. Jazz was not far off. Among the best remembered of the early ragtime 
songs is ‘Hello Ma Baby’ which, in typical Tin Pan Alley style, makes good use 
newfangled technologies as a scenario: in this case the telephone. During the first two 
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decades of the twentieth century ragtime dominated. Irving Berlin’s ‘Alexander’s 
Ragtime Band’ is only one of the very many ragtime-influenced songs of this era. 
 
Aside from the ethnic stereotyping, which slowly waned as the new century progressed, 
the theme of romantic love became prominent in Tin Pan Alley songs. In the 1890s 
romantic love songs began to replace nostalgic themes and dramatic monologues which 
had predominated in the years just before. The elevated tone of the so-called high class 
ballad gave way to vernacular language and a less idealized approach to romance. 
 
The professional songwriters in the Tin Pan Alley tradition readily absorbed influences 
from the latest fashions and styles, many of which originated in African American 
musical practices. Ragtime has already been mentioned. Aside from establishing 2/4 and 
4/4 as the dominant meters of the popular song, ragtime’s important contribution was its 
constant syncopation, which corresponded very neatly with English-language stress 
patterns, allowing natural vernacular speech rhythms to be set to music. Ragtime’s 
syncopated melody lines became and remained the norm throughout Tin Pan Alley’s 
history (Forte, 1995, 19). 
 
The next major change to the sound of Tin Pan Alley songs resulted from the influence of 
blues. Although not published by Tin Pan Alley, W. C. Handy’s ‘Memphis Blues’ (1912) 
and ‘St. Louis Blues’ (1914) had a profound impact on his contemporaries and 
subsequent songwriters. The 12 bar (or 8 or 16 bar) pattern of blues with its regular 
sequence of chords (I7-IV7-I7-V7-I7) and AAB rhyme scheme, however, was not 
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amenable to the 32 bar chorus, and therefore was not widely adopted. But the flatted 
notes of the blues scale were. To quote Max Morath, ‘“blue notes” can be found in 
hundreds of standards, even though very few of the songs themselves are full-fledged 
blues. George Gershwin’s songs, from his earliest days on, are drenched in these 
inflections, as in “Somebody Loves Me,” with its bluesy minor third clothing the 
downbeat in the fourth measure’ (2002, 49). 
 
In response to changes in society and in technology, as well as to the impact of jazz 
composers such as Duke Ellington, it was natural for the professional songwriters to 
extend the harmonic vocabulary of the popular song. Some argue, for example James 
Maher in his introduction to Alec Wilder’s American Popular Song, that particularly with 
the book musical, songs took on greater sophistication and depth (1972, e.g. xxx-xxxv) . 
Certainly beginning with Jerome Kern, who was followed by such luminaries as George 
Gershwin, Cole Porter, Richard Rodgers, Harold Arlen, et al., the harmonic palette of the 
popular song became far richer than that of Tin Pan Alley’s first generation, although 
many songs not written for Broadway also display ingenious harmonies, such as ‘Body 
and Soul,’ for example. In addition to the appropriated blue notes, it became very 
common for melodies to create chords with added 6ths, major 7ths, 9ths, and so on which 
appear as unprepared and unresolved dissonances. While rarely abandoning the 32 bar 
chorus form or straying very far from somewhat conventional root movement of the 
chords, such as circle of fifths progressions, the songs nevertheless became much more 
adventurous in the harmonizing of the melodies and rhythmically more subtle. Allen 
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Forte discusses such musical features in detail in The American Popular Ballad of the 
Golden Age (1995). 
 
 
Responses to change 
Initially, Tin Pan Alley took in its stride changes in the commodification of music. The 
record industry began at around the same time as TPA, but it would be almost twenty 
years before sales of records approached anything near the sales of sheet music. The 
Copyright Act of 1909 granted publishers royalties from the mechanical rights awarded 
the record companies, helping to preserve the dominance of the music publishers. 
Similarly, the new technologies creating the sound film were seen as new opportunities 
for songwriters and publishers, and in the 1930s there was a great wave of movie 
musicals that brought big name composers to Hollywood and huge profits for their 
publishers. The first impact of Hollywood was in the use of the title song. Later came the 
film musical. In the words of Charles Hamm: ‘with the introduction of the sound film, 
movie music became an extension of the New York musical stage’ (1983, 354) Many 
composers went to Hollywood, and eventually Hollywood film studios began buying up 
the established New York publishers. This marked yet another change in the location of 
Tin Pan Alley, which had in fact abandoned 28th Street for locations nearer Broadway by 
this time, but not a radical change in its methods of production and control of the 
copyright. 
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The idea of professional songwriters providing music for professional singers persisted 
even as the rock and roll era began. Music publishers remaining in New York had once 
again moved, with the Brill Building at 1619 Broadway becoming the important center. 
Among the many successful song writing teams who worked there were Jerry Leiber and 
Mike Stoller, who were responsible for many hits in the 1950s and 60s, partly through 
their association with Atlantic Records. Elvis Presley, the Coasters, and the Drifters are 
just a few of those for whom they supplied material. Also working in the Brill Building 
were Mort Pomus and Doc Schuman, Carole King and Jerry Goffin, Burt Bacharach and 
Hal David, and Neil Sedaka. Between them they created an enormous number of 
memorable songs. Phil Spector, who worked with Brill Building composers and produced 
his records using a core group of musicians, typified the relationship between the 
professional song writer, publisher, and now, producer that was part of the heritage of 
TPA. Many other producers and labels, such as Motown, followed this procedure.  The 
practice of crediting the producer or performer as co-author, even when they had had 
nothing to do with the composition, is a holdover from the Alley. With changes in 
popular taste, and especially with the rise of the youth market brought on by rock and 
roll, the popular music industry changed less in its method of production – the publishers 
were still providing material for the producers to record – but more in the nature of the 
product.  
 
For example, the composers employed by Brill Building publishers incorporated new 
styles and original formal designs which eventually superseded the Broadway styles of 
the middle twentieth century. Leiber and Stoller wrote many songs based on blues form 
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and rhythm and blues styles. Burt Bacharach, working with lyricist Hal David, created 
novel forms often incorporating meter changes, as in ‘I Say a Little Prayer’ which, after a 
six bar intro, moves to a fourteen bar verse followed by a 12 bar refrain. Their ‘Walk on 
By’ is based entirely on an unusual 20 bar chorus. The same team also used the 32 bar 
chorus structure, as in, for example, ‘Close to You’.  
 
Technology eventually altered the original Tin Pan Alley methods. First film and later 
record companies took control of the commodification of popular music. Ultimately sheet 
music simply lost out to movies and records. But while the format was different, the 
approach to making the product remained based upon the Tin Pan Alley model. For a 
long time the music industry continued its reliance on professional song writing teams. 
 
Tin Pan Alley’s dominance of the popular music industry ended only with the emergence 
of performers such as Chuck Berry, Buddy Holly, and slightly later the Beatles and Bob 
Dylan who created their own material, establishing a new paradigm and marking the 
point when the recorded performance superseded the printed sheet music. 
 
Conclusion 
The coherence of Tin Pan Alley as a genre results not simply from its adherence to a 
particular song form as its mainstay. For even when rhythm and blues structures, such as 
used by Leiber and Stoller, appeared and challenged the 32 bar chorus, Tin Pan Alley’s 
modus operandi remained. Quite apart from text types, what made Tin Pan Alley cohere 
as a genre was the working relationship it established with professional performers and 
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the show business industry generally combined with its modes of production: music 
provided on demand, tailored to particular needs in a thoroughly professional, 
businesslike manner. Entertainers, film makers, and record producers all knew where to 
go when they needed a song. 
 
 
Tin Pan Alley is particularly important for a variety of reasons, not least for its 
development of the still common 32 bar chorus form. Tin Pan Alley was the first truly 
mass-mediated popular music and marked the establishment of what is now commonly 
called the music industry. In the era prior to radio broadcasting and before sound 
recordings became the dominant format for the transmission of popular music, the scale 
of Tin Pan Alley’s distribution was unprecedented. Even in those later formats, the 
publishers’ control over the product still dominated, for Tin Pan Alley had proved that 
enormous fortunes could be made off a single song, a fact publishers never forgot. 
Additionally, Tin Pan Alley gave us the idea of the hit song, and, associated with that, the 
song that remains a favorite: the ‘standard,’ which makes up the repertoire of a vast 
number of popular and jazz performers.  Although jazz players often deride Tin Pan 
Alley, the undeniable fact is that a huge amount of the jazz repertoire was hammered out 
by the Alley’s tunesmiths. The number of still current songs sung and played by 
musicians and instrumentalists all over the globe is testament to the affection the world 
holds for them. The Alley’s practice of high production is often criticized, principally 
because its methods violate romantic conceptions of ‘art’. But the unromantic, 
workmanlike approach of the Tin Pan Alley composers and lyricists to their profession is 
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admirable, and their seriousness, discipline, and dedication resulted in a huge number of 
era-defining songs. Their contribution to American popular culture is profound and 
incalculable. 
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